
DISCO BALL LIGHT MANUAL 
 

Thank you for your purchasing of our stage lighting series products, please read 
this manual before use, the manual contains important safety recommendations 
information and user instructions, please strictly according to regulations in order to 
avoid misuse and personal safety or damage to light. When receive the product, 
please be careful, check whether the product is damage because in transport, check 
the panel icon logo. 
 

Instructions 

1. please strictly according to regulations,   Do not arbitrarily unloading the light. 
2. This product is intended for indoor use only, and to ensure waterproof, 

moisture,  shock,  do  not  use  in  dusty  environments. 
3. Prevent foreign objects into the body, so as not to cause a malfunction. 
4. Don't frequent switch the machine, easy cause damage. 

 
MP3 player manual 

Module containing MP3/WMA songs decoder chip; 
Support for USB, Micro SD card, MMC card switch-off directly, inserted after the 

priority playback order; 
Support on last and next song switch-off,support volume control; 
Support EQ sound mode selection (natural, rock, pop, classical, soft, jazz, bass); 
Support play / pause, stop, single repeat, mute function; 
Supports FAT12, FAT16 file system; 
Support the MP1 Layer 3, MP2 Layer 3, the MP3 the Layer 3 version of the song; 
Support of 32 - 320 kbps MP3 songs; 
Support memory store when power off (track, volume memory)! 
Packing Dimensions: 190 mm × 170 mm × 170 mm (length × width × panel 

thickness); 
Amplifier power: 2 × 3 W. 

 
Announcements 

1.The lamps support 110 V - 240 V / 50 - 60 Hz power supply, if over this range, 
the proposed use of the voltage stabilizing equipment, otherwise will seriously affect 
the light life. 

2. All of the products are strictly quality tested before they go out. All users 
should strictly refer to the instruction manual, any of the damage because of misuse is 
not included by the company warranty, any problem because of ignore operation 
manual is also not dealers responsible for, within the scope of the operation of the 
lamps and lanterns of produce any damage to the human body, the company shall not 
be responsible. 
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